
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TOPIC OF THE THINGS YOU GET AND THE

REACTION OF THE ANALECTS OF CONFUCIUS

The Analects of Confucius study guide contains a biography of Confucius major themes, characters, and a full summary
and analysis. "Tzu-kung said, ' What I do not want others to do to me, I have no desire to do to others.

This term is often used to denote an ideal moral actor. Even more intriguing is how difficult it is to place him
on either the modern or classical left-right dichotomy. Schwartz, B. This one is a heroic figure courageously
facing down dangers that threaten the lord of Confucius' native state of Lu. Analects 6. Creel, H. As it is
presented in the Zuozhuan, the single most important event in Confucius' official career in Lu, and perhaps
even in his lifetime, was the BCE meeting at Jiagu in the state of Qi when he was called upon to protect the
life of Duke Ding of Lu r. While some of his teachings rely on idealism, others are very practical. To adopt
impartial love would be to ignore the barriers that privilege the self, one's family, and one's state and that
separate them from other individuals, families, and states. In this argument, self-love is a fact that informs the
cultivation of concern for those within one's own silo; it is also the basis for interacting laterally with those to
whom one is not related, a large cohort that is not adequately taken into account in the Confucian scheme of
ethical obligation. This meant being sure to avoid artful speech or an ingratiating manner that would create a
false impression and lead to self-aggrandizement. When he entered the Grand Temple he asked about
everything. These manuscripts show that Confucius had found in the canonical text valuable lessons on how to
cultivate moral qualities in oneself as well as how to comport oneself humanely and responsibly in public.
When they die, bury them according to ritual and sacrifice to them according to ritual. They point to the
mention of "punishments" in the text, a concept that was never heralded by Confucianism. Riegel, J. He enjoys
studying Mediterranean empires of Antiquity and midth Century America. While none of us comes to such an
enterprise without deep-laid assumptions about necessary logical relations and compatibilities, we should at
least hold before ourselves the constant injunction to mistrust all our unexamined preconceptions on these
matters when dealing with comparative thought. This word encompassed a lifestyle based upon ethics, morals,
virtues, and the ability to be humble. In company with friends, have I been trustworthy?


